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18 L. Cure

 By LOGen CuRe

lEttErS to PEtrarch

Lauds.

That morning,
like every morning previous,
 she woke –

and with this act,
she answered my most

frantic and repeated prayer –

 that I would wake to find her
  living.

 (We are not meant to outlive
  the presence of our gods.)

And I thanked her –

 for choosing to see this day,
   and me in it.

I thanked her
as if my faith mattered –

   as if her decision was made
  in light of my prayer.

 (We were warned against
  this kind of worship.)

That morning,
  she opened her lovely eyes,

and I believed the sun had risen.
 

Vespers.

We had no idea
 how cold
  it was
until the walk home –

the color was draining from the day,
wind rushed and swirled
 from all directions
       sliced through too-thin clothes.

   (We were simply unprepared.)
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We ran down the long sidewalk,
     alternately surpassing and falling
 behind each other,
our laughter rising
     as electricity gathered in the thin air –
 like before a storm

   (like January).

Together we closed the distance
    between ourselves and the bed we’d left,
 her messy desk, my shoes we both
         tripped over, the toothbrushes
    that were identical, except in color.

   (We were almost
             home.)

The difference between sky
  and ground
 became the difference between grey
    and other grey.

And we stood at the door
  breathless –
our noses pressed together numbly
 as she rose on tiptoe
  to kiss me.

Vigils.

For her, I slept flat on my back
   and straight –

a lowercase l
   with occasional delusions of being an uppercase I.

I accommodated her question mark,
   curled and leaned against me,
 over me.

  (We were so hastily written.)

Tell me,
how did you sleep?

How did you sleep without her?


